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SGA divided over effectiveness of its legislation
AARON VEITH
The SGA meeting on Wednesday
night turned emotional as heated de-
bate arose over the new funding
guidelines passed last week by SGA.
Also, a letter addressed to SGA by
Campus Council chair Donnell
Wye he '97 provoked anger and de-
bate among the assembled senators.
One amendment of the funding pro-
cess was at the center of heated de-
bate. The controversial amendment
states that organizations over two
years old would have to apply to
Campus Council or Wooster Volun-
teer Network for funding. Only if
funding was denied could the groups
then apply to SGA. Many senators
felt that this amendment would mean
that Campus Council would take
money away from SGA in the future.
Several senators were upset over
the new funding guidelines. One of
the most outspoken of these senators
was Jim Morse '97. Angered over
the new guidelines, Morse stated that
"a lot of small groups out there de
pend oh us" for funding. He contended that
SGA has steadily lost power and influence
over the years and that the new guidelines
were "destroying our credibility on this cam-
pus." Morse implied that Council taking
money away from SGA would cripple the
organization. He stated that "this is the last
thing we have left and we're pissing it away."
However, not every senator was against the
new guidelines. Member-at-larg- e Laura
Markely 99 argued that the new guidelines
"was a list of student ideas" and that she saw
"no point in redoing these things." Senator
Terry Heubert '98 suggested transferring fund- -
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Jim Morse '97 expounds on the new SGA funding changes.
ing power from SGA to Campus Council to
"eliminate this headache from SGA." '
Senator Pat Watts 99 defended the new
guidelines by stating that "people believed in
it last week ... people thought it was good."
Senator Greg Boettner '99 reminded SGA
that "not many organizations showed up" at
recent meetings aimed at revising the funding
process, and that groups which did show up
wanted the revised amendments.
Senator Brian Friedman '97 was angered
that Council might eventually "take away
money" from SGA, and senator Mark Unroe
'00 echoed Morse's comments when he stated
CC responds to SGA changes
AARON RUPERT
The reforms in SGA funding were the topic
at Campus Council. "They passed somewhat
drastic funding reforms, and some of them are
going to be problematic," said Member-at-Larg- e
Sarah Fenske '99. Though Council
discussed the issue, many representatives were
not present, including the two SGA members
that sit on Council. Council was not sent a
copy of the funding guideline changes but
discussed it based on the information from
last week's Voice.
Donnell Wyche '97, chair ofCampus Coun-
cil, was most worried about groups that could
be denied funding by SGA. He warned that if
the guidelines were put into place this semes-
ter, there could be "a disenfranchisement of
75 percent of the groups on campus." Council
members seemed to agree that if SGA did not
let groups that are over two years old receive
funding for the next semester. Council would
cut SGA funding accordingly and fund those
groups for the second semester. As it stands,
SGA does not plan to deny groups funding
next semester. Since groups must exhaust
other options before they go to SGA, and
there is not a Campus Council option until
spring, no groups will be left out this semes-
ter.
Another reform stated that groups without
SGA's exact non-discriminat- ory statement
cannot receive funding, excluding Greeks from
SGA funding. "I really took the back-do- or
out," said Kim Rodger-Ferguso- n, assistant
dean of students. She believed that these
reforms were pointed at the Images program
but instead hit Greeks.
. "They're kind of avoiding the main issue,"
said Tamesha Joseph '97, SAB representative
to Council. She believed that Council and
SGA should work together to reform the pro-
cess.
The end result of the meeting was a letter
that was distributed at this week's SGA meet-
ing. The letter, voted on by present Council
members, states that "We Council think that
SGA should have consulted Campus Council
before changing its funding guidelines" and
that "any shift of responsibility for funding of
campus organizations will affect our funding
of SGA."
photo by Eric Bakken
that "we're losing any power we ever had."
Anotheremotionally charged moment came
when Wyche, representing Campus Council,
read a letter to SGA criticizing SGA for revis-
ing their funding guidelines without Council
knowledge. Council was concerned that SGA
was writing new guidelines about funding
that would not only affect SGA's funding
process, but Council's as well. Also, Council
was upset that it is unclear when these new
guidelines would take affect
The letter caused controversy because it
was approved at a Council meeting in which
the two SGA representatives to Council were
not present. Apparently, Wyche had
said there was no meeting that week,
but Tuesday morning at 8 a.m., he sent
out an e-m- ail message to all Council
members stating that there would in
fact be a meeting three hours later.
SGA members were upset about
this because they felt that SGA was
not adequately represented at this
meeting and could not represent its
views on the funding process. Unroe
described the absence of SGA mem-
bers at the meeting as "convenient."
Wyche defended Council's action
by saying that it was "not originally
on the agenda that we would talk
about this motion." Also, he pointed
out his responsibility to "make sure
that the motion is carried out."'
Wyche explained that the letter
was also written partly in response to
concerns raised in the Voice. Markely
stated sarcastically that it was a
"smart decision to base something
on something that was in the Voice"
She also stated that with the letter.
Council was back-stabbi- ng SGA.
Boettner was upset because he
thought that Council viewed SGA as "silly
little children playing games with our money."
AnotherCouncil member, Vikram Seshadri
'99, spoke at the meeting. He pointed out that
"many big organizations already receive funds
from Campus Council and WVN."Therefore,
the controversial change in the new funding
amendments was not as serious as some sena-
tors were afraid it may be. He also said that
SGA would not be "achieving anything" by
returning to the original funding guidelines.
Also, when asked if he thought Council might
lower the amount of SGA funding money in
the future, he responded no.
Impending parking reforms
EILEEN IMADA
Yesterday afternoon the Security Depart-
ment reviewed proposed parking changes,
discussing how the proposals might best be
implemented during the next year. In Novem-
ber, Director of Security Joe Kirk submitted
the parking proposal to Dean of Students Ken
Plusquellec for review by the Executive Staff,
composed of academic and administrative
deans.
The Executive Staff returned the proposal
to Kirk with suggestions and comments. They
agreed with most of the proposal, and
Plusquellec said, "The proposal was sound."
Instead of removing the tennis court at
Andrews to create extra parking spaces as
originally proposed, however, the Executive
Staff suggested that the area south of Kate
House be examined as a potential site for an
additional parking lot.
"There is a general recognition that there
needs to be more room to park on the north
side of campus," Plusquellec said.
Another possibility involves constructing
parking spaces behind the small houses and
additional staff parking spaces by the north
side of Babcock Hall. Any changes involving
construction will occur over the summer at
the earliest, and Plusquellec is optimistic that
a project could begin at that time.
During the spring semester, Kirk and mem-
bers of the administration will be looking into
these options and examining other possible
sites where parking spaces could be added.
In addition to constructing additional park-
ing, other proposals involve placing a time
limit on parking in Lowry Circle and putting
up signs in existing lots.
Lowry Circle is designated as staff and
faculty parking! Students may park in there
only from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. In the proposal.
Kirk suggested that the spaces be opened to
students as well as staff and visitors, and that
.the Circle be designated for temporary park-
ing with a one hour limit. The Executive Staff
agreed with Kirk's suggestion but recom-
mended that the temporary parking be re-
stricted to thirty minutes instead of an hour.
please see KIRK ACTS ON PARKING
REFORM, page 3
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Gable House women reach out Borders receives grant
ALLEN WARD
The Gable House, a College of
Wooster program house, invited resi-
dents of the Apple Creek Develop-
ment Center to their home on
Wednesday evening.
Gable House was founded last
year to support the Apple Creek
Development Center. The center
serves as a home and treatment cen-
ter for mentally handicapped chil-
dren and adults. Residents range
from mildly to severely handi-
capped. Emily Dun ford '98, a con-
tact person for the pregram, said
that the main purpose of their pro-
gram was to provide the residents of
Apple Creek with "outside interac-
tion." She added . that last year,
along with visits to the center. Gable
House hosted "a Halloween pumpkin-pa-
inting party" in which several
residents were invited to the house- -
New ISA leaders set agenda
Padmanabhan strikes out against misrepresentation
JAMES ROLLER
The International Students Asso-
ciation recently elected three new
officers for the second semester,.
Heading the list is Anant
Padmanabhan '99, who was selected
as president. Padmanabhan will re-
place Vikram Seshardi '98. who will
spend the second semester studying
in London. Padmanabhan is a cur-
rent member of ISA. as well as an
outgoing board member for the Stu-
dent Activities Board.
Seshardi believes Padmanabhan's
personality and persona will serve
the organization well. "Anant's a
very popular guy. When you talk to
him. you realize he's pretty level-
headed. You would trust him." said
Seshardi.
Changes for the ISA may come in
the form of a different meeting loca-
tion. One problem with ISA pres-
ently, according to Seshardi. is that
the campus community associates it
with Babcock International House.
Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
.
Wo Credit. Mo Job. Bo' Parewt-Sig- er. Ko Security Deposit!
no credit bad credit no income?
You Can Qualify To Receive
Two Of The Most Widely Used
Credit Cards
Meg McLaughlin '98 added, "This
is the kind of thing that is good for
them ... we help them experience
a homelike atmosphere. They re-
member coming here. In addition
to hosting parties for the residents of
Apple Creek, the women of Gable
House pay regular visits to the cen-
ter. The residents call them the
"college girls" and look forward to
spending time with them.
One concern that the residents of
Gable House have is the future of
their house. "One of the concerns
we have ... is the rule that no more
then half of the members can be in
the same Greek organization ... I think
mixing Greek and non-Gree- k should
be positive," Dunford said. "It s a
valid point ... about the program
houses not becoming a social organi-
zation. However, the volunteer pro-
gram was what started this house
.i I
would hate to see us get penalized for
The two are separate, meaning that
all members of campus are invited
to join ISA. There currently are
members that are U.S. citizens or
residents of other dorms.
Padmanabhan plans to focus on
this misinterpretation as president.
While defining his goals, he said he
wants "to get more non-internatio- nal
students involved." He added that
an increased participation by cur-
rent members is critical in present-
ing the ISA as a diverse campus
organization.
Seshardi had a different interpre-
tation of the change in venue in
reference to Padmanabhan's first
semester commitments which pre-
cluded him from regular attendance
at meetings. Said Seshardi, "Anant
rarely attended meetings during my
presidency. He'll have to come to
meetings or will have to ask the
entire. ISA to congregate in his
room."
Also elected was Divya Thadani
99, w ho will replace Sam Tarn '99
In The World Today!
joining a club," McLaughlin added.
When asked how they first got
interested in having a program house,
Dunford replied, "We got agroup ...
interested in living in a program
house, not a dorm."The College had
a program for Apple Creek several
years ago. and when Dunford con-
tacted the Center, "they were very
excited," she said. For those stu-
dents interested in getting a pro-
gram house, the two women sug-
gested going to the Wooster Volun-
teer Network for suggestions andor
going to existing groups and inquir-
ing if any of the current members
will be graduating in the spring.
Next semester. Gable House plans,
to create a mural for the wall of a
swimming pool at the Apple Creek
Center. Anyone interested in help-
ing should contact McLaughlin and
Dunford (x4298) or Colleen Ryan
'98 (x430I).
at the office of vice president. TamM
opiea not to remain an omceraue to
course load and time constraints;
however, he will remain an active
member of ISA. Sohil Parekh '99
will replace Hilary Teynor '98 as
secretary. Teynor will be studying
in Scotland next semester. The lone
remaining ISA officer, Sheana
Balasuriya '99. will not be resigning
or studying anywhere other than
Wooster next semester.
Last week outgoing and incoming
officers met to discuss second se-
mester program options. Some ideas
included a Spring Break trip to
Washington DC. a ski trip and joint
venture with the Office of Interna-
tional Student Affairs which will
feature skits from various nationali-
ties.
Despite a high turnover at the ex-
ecutive board level. Seshardi re-
mains optimistic about the ISA's
future. "I see the Executive Board
and Steve Wheeler. OISA intern
taking the ISA higher and higher."
re
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NEWS SERVICES
College of Wooster Professor of
Chemistry Charles L. Borders has
received a $60,000 grant from the
Cam i lie and Henry Dreyfus Foun-
dation, Inc., of New York. Borders
is one of seven chemists in the na-
tion to receive a grant this year
through the Dreyfus Foundation's
ScholarFellow Program for Under-
graduate Institutions.
Borders will use the money dur-
ing the two-ye- ar term of the grant to
fund a Camille and Henry Dreyfus
Fellow, who will divide his or her
time teaching chemistry at Wooster
and working with Borders on re-
search into the enzyme creatine ki-
nase.
"This grant makes it possible for a
young scholar who has just earned a
Ph.D. in chemistry to experience the
excitiment of teaching in an under-
graduate environment and to work
with students on their research
projects while conducting impor-
tant basic research with a senior
faculty member," said Borders. "Un-
der the terms of the grant we'll be-
gin a national search very soon, so
I want Credit Cards
10 GUARANTEED!
Nanr.
Addrcs
Cry.
Pbone(
Signztnre.
Need to earn
some extra
money?
Have a car?
Drivers Wanted
apply in person
PAPA JOHN'S PIZZA
306 BEALL
. ,' m it ijj it
inaedlately.
Stuc
that the person appointed as a
Dreyfus Fellow at Wooster can be
on board for the beginning of our
1997 academic year next August."
Arginine is found at 18 sites in
the amino acid string in creatine
' kinase. As a result of earlier re-
search. Borders has shown that
there are nine fully-conserv- ed
arginines in the string meaning
that they always appear at the same
place in the string in all samples of
creatine kinases from different or-
ganisms.
In the project being funded by the
Dreyfus Foundation, Borders plans
to mutate each of the nine essential
arginines within the creatine kinase
to another amino acid in an effort to
identify the arginine or arginines
that are involved in ATP binding. In
addition, he wants to ascertain the
rrtlae rf oil lh rnncprvprf aroininpc
The Dreyfus Foundation makes
awards to academic and other eli-
gible institutions. Its purpose is "to
advance the science of chemistry,
chemical engineering and related
sciences as a means of improving
human relations and circumstances
around the world."
w ,v w V,
Studemt Credit Services
P.O. Box 220645
Hollywood FL 35022
sure continuing participation in the
next school year."
There were also changes made in
the small housing application pro-
cess and the overall program. There
are new contract forms for agencies
and all advisors for programs funded
by WVN. One person from each
house will be required to fill the
position of volunteer coordinator,
whose responsibilities include co-
ordinating the activities of the house,
attending monthly meetings with all
other volunteer coordinators, and
assisting with campus-wid- e volun-
teer events. A four-wee- k training
session, set for September, will be
required for all residents of small
houses, lasting two hours each week.
Bohl said that "the training will in-
clude group building for the houses,
meetings with agencies, funding and
program planning; as well as other
items to help our college volunteers
get off to a good start towards a
rewarding and effective volunteer
year."
"WVN is also seeking two new
members to serve on the executive
board, Bohl said, "to improve com-
munication between the board and
the many groups on campus."
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WVN also reforms funding
SUSAN LEEM
Several issues raised at the
Wooster Volunteer Network fund-
ing meeting last Wednesday night
will impact every community or
volunteer-relate- d organization that
relies on funding from WVN, in-
cluding program houses. Concerned
with potential loss of funding, Co-cha- ir
Bilal Zuberi '99 said, "Most
groups that receive funding have
only spent 1 to 2 percent of what was
allocated to them." In order to re-
ceive funding for the next semester,
each organization must spend at least
70 percent of their budget. This fund-
ing plan is new to WVN and, accord-
ing to Co-cha- ir Joanna Boh '97, "was
employed in an attempt to better meet
the dynamic needs of the many volun-
teer and community organizations."
A house recruitment and infor-
mation session is scheduled for Feb.
4 to acquaint a broader section of
Wooster students with the programs
available. For students interested in
starting a program, small house ap-
plications are due Feb. 25. Alterna-
tive Breaks Co-cha- ir Emily Durway
97 said, "Houses need new mem-
bers for the second semester to en
Hair Designers
& Tanning
424 N. Market, Wooster, Ohio (330) 263-446- 4
Treat yourself!
t
Six tanning visits
! for only $1 0.00
j Please bring coupon for discount
l Offer expires 113096.
t. -- J
We carry Nexxus,
Paul Mitchell, Biolage
and Nioxin
hair care products.
1
Bilal Zuberi '99 and Anoopa Advani '99 look over items at the silent
auction sponsored by EMPOWER, to raise money forB.I-S.H.O.P.- 's
P.L.E.A., a group which helps out in the lives of people with AIDS.
Kirk acts
continued from page 1
Signs will be posted designating
the specified thirty-minu- te time
limit, and the Security Officers
will mark tires to check that people
adhere to the time limit. The time
limit will allow students to park
and have enough time to pick up
mail or to stop at the bookstore as
well as maximize traffic circula-
tion.
According to Security Officer Sue .
Dugovic, the new time limit will
ideally decrease the number of park-
ing violations because people will
be moving in and out of the Circle
throughout the day.
After signs are put up declaring
the new time limit, there will be a
trial period and drivers will be fore-
warned about the change before the
officers begin to ticket. Signs desig-
nating the thirty minute parking time
limit are currently on order and will
be up by next September at the lat-
est.
Last
Chance
Mesa Sale
Happening Today
(Friday)
in Lowry 10:00 AM- -
7:30 PM
Come and buy some
beautiful handmade
gifts ;
for the holidays!!!
Some prices have
even been reduced!
on parking reform
More signs will be put up to dis-
tinguish visitor parking spaces from
the staff and student spaces. Signs
will be put up at the entrances of lots
toclarify who student, staffor visi-
tor may park in that lot; in addi-
tion to signs designating visitor park-
ing and Residence Director spaces.
Currently there is no distinction
between visitor and non-visit- or
spaces, making it difficult for of-
ficers to ticket the non-permitt- ed
cars. If visitor parking is limited
to a set number of marked spaces,
then only permitted drivers should
be parking in the remaining un-
marked spaces. The officers will
also be able to identify.repeat of-
fenders.
The number of visitor spaces in
each lot will vary by the lot's size,
but there will be ten visitor spaces in
the Stadium lot, five in Taylor and
five on University Ave. Signs will
be put up in these "problem lots"
first, Kirk said, and then in the other
lots with visitor parking.
Studying off-
Circulation
staff needed
for early
Friday
afternoons
Come and be a part of the
Voice team. Two or three
people needed to help with
the circulation process.
Minimal commitment, but
a lot of fun! Leave a
hiessage for Katy at X2598
to join the best newspaper
on campus.
Although visitors will be expected
to park only in designated spaces on
a day to day basis, exceptions will
be made for special event weekends
when more visitors are present on
campus.
In the past, staff members could
obtain parking permits without the
College-issue- d Motor Vehicle Regu-
lations book. Beginning next se-
mester, staff members will receive a
copy of the regulations as all permit-
ted student drivers do.
Next September the regulation
handbook will also include a color-code- d
map of the parking lots, and
every students will receive a copy of
the parking regulations whether or
not they apply for a permit.
Traditionally, first-yea- rs regis-
tered for cars before the upper-classm- en
because they arrive on
campus early for orientation. For
next school year, however, upper-classme- n
will be able to apply for
a permit during the latter part of
spring semester.
campus next
semester?
Want to edit a campus publication?
Dying to see your name on the Lowry
board next to Goliard, Index or Voice?
Contact Professor Carolyn Durham before the
semester break to receive information pertinent to
applying from abroad.
Don't miss your chance to step into history!
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Wooster Insight
Mmmm Mmmm Good...
Issues of hunger and homelessness often come to the forefront during the
holiday season. Various church and secular groups increase theireffors to
provide hot meals for those who would otherwise have little during this
traditional time of feasting. At Wooster, we have the chance to participate
in a program that helps to remind us about the hungry throughout the year.
Not only does Soup and Bread serve as an intellectual reminder, but it also
provides tangible relief to local and national hunger victims. Every student
who signed up to eat a meal of soup and bread in Kittredge Tuesday nights
this semester contributed to the nearly $6500 which will be donated to
groups like People to People ministries and Mrs. Mackey's House, both
located in Wooster. and to the national organizations of Oxfam America
and Food First.
This semester an overw helming number of Wooster students took a step
past apathy and signed on for evenings of bingo, bagpipe music and
chumming with President Hales and Dean Figge. Next semester, students
can also choose to sign on for a Thursday lunch option, which would raise
the donation to approximately $10,000. Preliminary sign-up- s have gone
well so far. and we look forward to hearing that on both days Kittredge will
be a full house.
SGA should divide the labor,
not pass the buck
The second round of funding guideline reforms went through SGA on
Nov. 20. which, if implemented, will drastically change the system of
funding on this campus. They will shift the majority of the funding burden
on Campus Council's shoulders.
Many members of SGA don't seem to understand the traditional division
of labor in funding. Council has funded larger organizations that formulate
budgets in the spring semester for the following school year, while SGA
funds smaller organizations that don't engage in such long term planning.
please see WOOSTER INSIGHT CONTINUED, page 5
These views represent the majority views of the editorial board and
not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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A call to action: exercising
your values as a consumer
Wooster is an expensive place to
attend college, something I was com-
pletely aware of when I made the
decision
Colleen Dunn nereCFor
this rea-
son, I am not upset with the fact that
it was necessary for me to work two
jobs to make ends meet over the
summer. One of these was a
waitressing job in a local pizzeria.
Sexual harassment, in its varying
forms, exists everywhere. One needs
only to walk past a construction sight
for evidence of this. Until last sum-
mer, jl was something I was fortu-
nate enough to avoid.
Waitressing is one of those jobs
where I have come to the unfortu-
nate conclusion that some degree of
harassment is always present At a
recent trip to Country Kitchen, the
waitresses were throwing things at
various patrons who would not leave
them alone.
Ironically, my customers did not
bother me. My employer, however,
was a different story. I was able to
handle the flirting, the body com-
ments, and the pornography left
around the back rooms of the restau-
rant. After all. I survived four years
IF
of high school in New Jersey. The
problem was it did not stop there.
One day, my boss would tell me his
fifty-somethi- ng friend had a crush
on me, the next day he would tell me
I couldn't have time off if I didn't
date the man. After seeing my horri-
fied expression he clarified that this
did not require sex, just some fool-
ing around. After a month of em-
phatically stating that I was not in-
terested, he decided to let it drop.
At this point his assistant decided
to pick up where we left off. He
frequently asked me out to clubs,
and spoke to me graphically of vari-
ous sexual activity. I once found a
sales circular of prostitutes placed
on top of my purse. Not being in a
financial situation where I could af-
ford to work only one job, I ignored
him. He then offered me money to
have sex with him. I decided these
were not circumstances I could work
under anymore.
In retrospect, the most irritating
part of the situation wasn't what
they were saying to me or asking of
me that made waitressing last sum-
mer the hellish experience that it
was. The problem was the way
some of my friends, who should
have been more understanding about
the situation, reacted to my story.
For example, my male friends
wanted to know how much money
he offered me. My female friends
asked if he was good looking and
told me I was being too sensitive.
Only one person told me the only
way out of it was to leave. In that
particular situation, he was right.
I suppose I could have gone to a
lawyer, but I had no desire to put
myself through that. It's a belittling
situation, and it renders one power-
less. I dreaded waking up every
morning because of where I had to
go, watched the clock through the
work day, counting the seconds un-
til I could leave, then driving home
in tears.
In today's society, we are aware
that sexual harassment exists, and it
is not solely a female problem. Until
I experienced it, I had no idea how
painful it can be. If you are in a
position where you're being sexu-
ally harassed, whether in a place of
employment or otherwise. I urge to
speak with someone who can help.
Suffering in silence is never a viable
solution.
Colleen Dunn is the Managing
Editor of the Voice
Wanted: opinionated student
Interested in position of somewhat authority but with minimal creative control
willing to do grunt work without complaining while allowing someone someone else
complete recognition and credit. Sound good? Send letters of interest to Julie Oliverio
at box C-24- 03 by December 13, for the position of:
Assistant Viewpoints Editor
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Arrogance: destroyer of kingdoms, empires, and SGA
When pride comes, then conies disgrace, but
with humility comes wisdom.
Proverbs 11:2 NIV
As I have been preparing to leave Wooster,
I've been looking forward to my farewell
editorial as Editor-in-Chie- f. I am fleeing to
China, where I be-- A
Aaron Ruperti-- . thelievechatlerinterpreting;f mil8
lions of Beijingers
will be far less stressful than the Editor-in-Chiefshi- p.
As of next Friday, when the semes-
ter officially ends, my short term as Editor-in-Chi- ef
of the Voice will be at an end, and James
Koller will move into a position that I believe
he will excel in. I looked forward to gushing
about my excellent staff: a dedicated, hard-
working bunch who serve their community
every week by producing 12-1- 6 pages of
newsprint for the campus populous. But, as I
watch the bickering of those in SGA, I think
the best complement I can give my staff is
they are one of the humblest group of student
leaders on campus.
The topic of humility came to mind as I sat
through this Wednesday's SGA meeting and
saw the arrogance of some senators therein.
During the last session of the SGA, the Senate
added some controversial and poorly-writte- n
guidelines that would alter funding as we
know it on campus. If you are a campus
organization over two years old, then you are
being encouraged by SGA to go somewhere
else to get their funds. If you are Greek, you
are just told to go away. They also believe
that, even though they are funding fewer
groups, they will receive the same amount of
money from Campus Council. Some mem-
bers of SGA fought this week to repeal the
new guidelines, while others fought to pre-
serve them. I believe there are some in SGA
who truly fought the good fight this week, and
I hope they understand that my following
.
remarks are not pointed towards them.
For the last few weeks, many on campus,
especially those who have a concept of how
funding works, have been raising their voices
in opposition to these measures. It seems to
me that every time someone objects to the new
proposals, the response of some SGA mem-
bers is, "well, we had open meeting about
funding, why didn't you voice these concerns
then!" I have heard SGA members say that
these reforms are what the few people who
attended the last few Funding Reform Com-
mittee meetings wanted, so they gave it to
them.
I don't know about the rest of the student
body, bat I have had enough of the arrogance
of this insulting position. When SGA screwed
up their own funding process in the fall, stu-
dents made an effort to show their displeasure
with SGA. The day of the SGA takeover,
where almost 50 students poured into the
SGA chamber and read a list of funding de-
mands, was the biggest show of student inter-
est in SGA ever. Many students came to the
first funding reform meeting. Sane funding
reforms were instituted that would eliminate
the problems of this fall.
As representatives of the student body, it is
the job of the SGA senator, not the common
member of the student body, to get opinions
and form solutions to these problems. If only
three people came to a funding reform com-
mittee meeting, it is still the job of an SGA
senator to fulfill their responsibility and get
opinions. How dare some SGA senators scold
the student body for not finding the solutions
to funding problems! If they want the student
body to find the solutions, why do we elect
them in the first place? Students on this
campus are busy people. They have work to
do. Perhaps the reason students did not con-
tinue to go to funding reform meetings is that
they felt their opinions had been voiced, and
they expected SGA to act in a responsible
manner and do their job.
I, for one, will no longer have those who
should be working for my interests yell at me
because I didn't do their job for them. I, like
many students on this campus, did not join
SGA. Why do some SGA senators believe
that students are to blame for their poor deci-
sions? Arrogance. The SGA should be going
out and collecting student opinion, not hold-
ing court in Lowry pit and hearing the con-
cerns of the common folk when they feel like
it. If they had consulted with a broad section
of the campus, or perhaps presented them to
the student body before they passed them,
these guidelines would never have passed.
SGA also decided that it would not inform
Campus Council of these decisions until they
were passed. Campus Council and SGA have
been working together for years to fund cam-
pus groups, and these new guidelines will
dramatically increase the number oforganiza-
tions that will go to Council for funds. Why
did they not consult with their partner in
funding? Arrogance. SGA wanted to show
that it "won't be pushed around" by Council.
If SGA was not so high and mighty about
itself, perhaps it might have considered dis-
cussing its ideas with Council and coming to
a common ground. Last year, SGA and Cam-
pus Council worked together to increase the
amount of money given to campus organiza-
tions. Now apparently, SGA has decided that
it is too important to discuss its plans with
Council members. By God, they're the SGA,
and funding on this campus is going to happen
the way THEY want it to happen! If they had
consulted and worked with Council, as they
are going to do after the fact, these guidelines
would never have passed.
Campus Council is responsible for doling
out money to SGA. John Plummer is the
Protect the world's children from bondage
Support Senator Harlan 's Child Labor Free Consumer Information Act
The hunched figures are barely visible in
the dimly lit room. The smell of stale sweat
lingers in the air as hundreds of tiny hands
laboriously knot carpets. Fear-fille- d eyescomb
the room,
Sharmila Lawrence ,aki"g in
the intri-
cate patterns of the cobwebs sprawled across
the ceiling, and linger on the large padlocked
door. SOLD into bondage, by parents floun-
dering in poverty and debt , more than 300,000
child laborers toil in India's carpet industry.
On the demand side, American consumers
buy more than 40 percent of India's carpet
exports. But before you shrug your shoulders
and walk away, content in the knowledge that
you are not a contributor to the carpet indus-
try, stop and think about where your clothes
and shoes have come from. Can you honestly
certify that none of your clothing is a product
of child labor, given that American consum-
ers account for over 50 percent ofBangladesh's
earnings from garment exports and over 1 0,500
children work in these garment factories? I
doubt it. The question is what can be done
about this problem?
In September of this year, Iowa Senator
1 om Harkin, introduced the Child Labor Free
Consumer Information Act. This act, ifpassed,
will establish a volunteer labeling system for
retailers which would help empower Ameri-
can consumers to identify goods that have
been produced without using child labor. Re-
tailers, after meeting strict criteria could ob-
tain labels certifying that their goods are child
labor free. This method of combating child
labor has been successful in the carpet indus-
try. Recently the Swedish company IKEA
canceled a multibillion dollarcontract with an
Indian carpet exporter, deciding that it would
only carry carpets that were certified as child
labor free.
As wonderful as all this sounds, there is a
dilemma that exists. Many developing coun-
tries, see this labeling system as a protec-
tionist ploy to promote American made
goods. In addition, the repercussions of this
policy may be to push child laborers into
unregulated sectors or leave them without
any income. Yet on the other hand, to not
support this policy is to condone and pro-
mote child labor.
The good news is that there are policies that
can complement this labeling system and make
it more effective. New initiatives are being
undertaken by the International Labor Orga-
nization to move child laborers out of facto-
ries and into schools, providing them with a
stipend to offset their loss of wages and offer-
ing these jobs to older family members. The
labeling system implemented in conjunction
with these policies would force employers to
cease their use of child labor..
So you ask, "where do we come in ?" I think
as college students we have an important role
to play. A voluntary labeling system means
that retailers must have the impetus to obtain
these labels. This is where we, as consumers,
can exert pressure by writing to companies
like the GAP, L.L Bean, Banana Republic,
J.C. Penny and even good old Walmart. In-
form them that you fully support the Child
Labor Consumer Information Act and urge
them to adopt the labeling system so that you
as a consumer can be sure that your purchases
are not perpetuating child labor practices. It's
time to take responsibility for the part that we
play in this global problem.
Sharmila Lawrence is a guest columnist
for the Voice
Treasurer of the College and handles all stu-
dent accounts. Neither were consulted before
these changes to the campus funding system
were passed. Why? Arrogance. The mem-
bers of SGA who wrote these new changes
know how funding works on this campus, and
they are going to fix it THEIR way. Unfortu-
nately, the members of SGA who wrote these
funding guidelines have no idea how funding
works on this campus, and these new guide-
lines show their ignorance. If SGA had con-
sulted with those who know more-abou- t fund-
ing then they do, these guidelines would never
have passed.
And now I return to the Voice staff, who I
have been honored to work with for these few,
short months. The staff of The Wooster Voice
this semester has, in the face of leadership
changes and hard times, done an exemplary
job, and I am proud to be on a masthead with
such fine individuals. Every week we produce
a newspaper. Every week there are errors in
it. We make mistakes, fewer than we used to
mijid you, but we still make them. We are
working on most of them, and I am sure there
are a few that we are not even aware of. Every
week the members of the Voice must admit
that they made some mistakes and move on to
repair them. I can think of no more humbling
position on campus than being on the Voice
masthead. Perhaps SGA needs to learn some
of this humility, to recognize their mistakes,
to repair them, and be aware of them in the
future. I doubt some SGA members will be
able to look their mistakes straight in the
eye it's hard for everybody but hopefully
they will at least try.' -
Aaron Rupert is the Editor-in-Chi- ef of
the Voice, at leastfor this issue. He has
sat through more SGA meetings than he
cares to count and is a veteran offour
funding meetings. Most people call him
Rupe. Look for him in Beijing newspapers.
Wooster
Insight
Continued
While this division is not enshrined in any
document, this division of labor is a historical
fact.
This division of labor is also a good one. It
allows groups that are smaller and that don't
plan a school year in advance flexibility in
funding. Now, SGA is demanding that groups
over two years old (which is the vast majority
of groups on campus) go to Council first and
SGA second.
SGA, instead of trying to tear down this
system, should instead preserve it. The added
flexibility allows groups to get together when
the year starts, talk to their new members, and
budget according to their needs and plans.
This new statue, while it could be worked
around through an appeals process, puts groups
in the awkward position ofgoing toCouncil or
working through an appeals procedure and
more paperwork. SGA and Council need to
get together and reform funding with student
groups in mind, not reducing their own
workload.
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Dashing through the mall, in search
Chapel Hill Mall
NORM HIRSCHY
AH of my favorite holiday memo-
ries seem to be set during the mid-eighti- es
at Chapel Hill Mall. Formy
readers who are not culturally elite
enough to be from Wayne. Stark or
Summit Counties. Chapel HilTMall
is a hodgepodge collection of soon-defun- ct
ladies fashion stores with
names like "Esmerclda's Closet of
Taste. gaudy jewelry kiosks.
W'oolworth's. and three giant de-
partment stores. (Perhaps they were
just one big store with three en-
trances interconnected in an alter-
nate dimension; each seemed to sell
the same array of clothing, carpet,
small appliances and luggage.) It
had a Brow n Derby Restaurant w hose
menu featured dust, spam-and-fli-es.
and spam-and-fli-es in your water.
Toward the center, an interlocking
collection of half-decease-d fountains'
occasionally gurgled water up through .
the bazillion pennies dating back to
the Van Buren administration.
Until recently, it was decorated
with that wacky disco tile and
sty rofoam ceiling look which domi-
nated the early 1970s. It was a
veritable typhoon of groove. I re-
member it as a dreamy place not
because it was somehow enchanted,
but rather because the combination
of gallons of cigarette smoke and
hot-pin- k neon lights from "Claire's
Boutique! produced a sort of cos-
mic, mystical haze.
The mall was most magical dur-
ing the holiday season. Even as a
preschooler, I was taken with the
glory of the polyester garland and
Beyond the Chipmunks: Deck them halls, baby!
DAVID COOPER
I just realized that Zamfir, Mas-
ter of the Pan Flute, has a sub-cultur- e.
How did I figure this out?
Simply by discovering his Christ-
mas album at a local record store.
Although this connection may seem
a bit haphazard (perhaps even like
the musings of a madman), it was
only through my exhaustive, me-
ticulous, scientifically-flawles- s re-
search (a.k.a. random guess) that I
was able to develop the following
theorem: There is at least one fes-- ti
ve Christmas CD designed for each
secular sub-cultu- re in the United
States. Where is the logic behind
this hare-brain- ed idea, you may ask?
Well. I will tell you how it came to
me. and perhaps then we can forget
about that whole logic thing, okay?
Over Thanksgiving Break, as I
made my way through a Columbus
music store. I noticed that the "Holi-
day Music" section had grown to 40
times its original size seemingly
overnight! Granted, it makes sense
that this would take place now rather
and the real meaning of Christmas
moldy wreaths which festooned the
concourse. Neil Diamond s tear-chok-ed
voice rattled the ancient
speakers as he crooned out "Oh Holy
Night." I remember being impressed
with the benevolence of capitalism
exhibited in display-windo- w adver-
tisements. The poetry was divine,
really: "May You have PeaceMay.
You have Joy And why don't you
buy a new Mattel toy! or "Christ-
mas is near And Hanukkah too! So
let Salon Magnifiquegiveyouanew
hairdo!" Mallgoers expressions also
reflected the season; no longer did
shoppers grimace with that "If I only
had a knife" look, but rather contorted
their faces until they asked. "Why
didn't I just order it from J. Crew?"
At the center of the mall was the
Holy of Holies, for under the center
skylights stood Frosty the Snowman.
He stood eighteen feet tall, with a
broom in one hand and a pipe in his
mouth. One approached him using
a microphone which stood on a
whitewashed platform directly un-
derneath his belly. One would ask
Frosty for whatever one wanted,
and Frosty would respond via two
gargantuan speakers located next to
the platform. He scared the heck
out of me.
I have fond memories of shop-
ping with my family at Chapel Hill.
One year, for instance, my younger
brother and I were shopping with
Grandma for my mother's Christ-
mas present. Using every last iota
of his six-year-o- ld wisdom, my
brother selected a goldfish. It was
remarkably alive for three minutes
until my brother dropped it, at which
than in mid-Augu- st, but the utter
immensity of this section puzzled
me. As I examined the section more
closely. I began to discover that it
was not only loaded with thousands
upon thousands of CD's, it was
loaded with thousands upon thou-
sands of different CD's! A veritable
potpourri of festive recordings! I'm
not sure why, but I guess I just
expected the section to be limited to
At vin & The Chipmunks albums, an
obligatory Muppet album, and a
whole ton of instrumentalchoral
adult-typ- e stuff.
Yes, I found Alvin & The Chip-
munks, but I found more. Much
more. Even among the Alvin & The
Chipmunk holiday recordings, I
found three options from which to
choose. First was their breakthrough
album, "A Very Merry Christmas,
followed by the oft-overloo- ked "A
Chipmunk Christmas, and the pe-
rennial classic "Christmas With The
Chipmunks" to round out the Chip-
munk Christmas trilogy. No kid-
ding. Evidently, there were a lot of
people out there for whom two Chip
point it rapidly became dead.
I also remember shopping with
Mom for my younger sister. When
she was five, her destiny somehow
seemed to involve being Barbie, so
all we ever bought her were Barbie
dolls. (Yes, I'm sure that we con-
tributed to the perpetuation of
gendered society, but she would still
be bitter to this day if she had not
received Barbie Dolls every
mas.)Once,wespenlTWOANDA
HALF hours in the Toys-hac- k wards-R-U- s
Barbie isle debating whether
we should purchase the Dream
Rock-N-Ro- ll Band Stage or the Su-
per Pretty Wedding Kit.
If my siblings and I were really
really good. Mom would take us to
Baskin-Robbin- s fora special Christ-
mas treat. But we were never really
good ...
... Which reminds me of the
Christmas that I went into the "bad"
card store. Said to be run by
Beelzebub, we were NEVER to be
anywhere near this store. Ah. how my
nine-ye- ar old eyes were opened ! Mom
soon found me shopping in sin and
kindly spared me a spanking in favor
of my very first grounding.
Chapel Hill Mall isn't nearly as
much fun anymore. Since its re-
modeling, the mall looks much more
cosmopolitan. Today, one must
battle credit-card-hea- vy yuppies and
cellular-phon- e soccer moms in line
at McDonald's. The nappy stores
have been replaced by avant-gard- e
shops like The Gap, The Limited,
Express, and Sbarro. I suppose that
I'll have to go up there pretty soon to
get my girlfriend a present (Hi
munk Christmas albums were not
enough, and only a third would ap-
pease their insatiable appetite for
high-pitch- ed Christmas favorites.
But this got me to thinking. What
about people who appreciated what
the Chipmunks were trying to do,
but preferred to have their Christ-
mas favorites sung by other animals
such as cats or otters?
Well, what I would soon dis-
cover is that these people, too, had
options aplenty. As I sifted through
the CD rack, I came across The
Jingle Cats masterpiece "Meowy
Christmas" which advertises, "Real
Kittens Sing 20 Holiday Classics!"
Along the same lines, dog lovers of
the world can enjoy the sweet sounds
of Rover barking "Joy To The
World" on The Jingle Dogs "Un-
leashed" set But what is to become
of the farmer who wants to hear all
of his favorite barnyard animals sing
his favorite Christmas tunes? Voila!
It's Barnyard Christmas, with such
compelling tracks as "Oh Little
Town Of Nesting Hens" and "We
Three Holsteins."
of the perfect Barbie
ry
up
pholo by Eric Bakken
Angela Joyce '00, Carey McGilliard '00 and Akanksha
Sohdhi '00 celebrate the holiday season away from home.
Meghan!), but I don't really want to. stay as they are, remembering the
I'd much prefer that my memories of mall in all its platform-sho- e holi-holid- ay
shopping at Chapel Hill day glory.
' But don't think for a minute that
this Christmas cheer can be shared
only among animal-lover- s. I dis-
covered quite another group of
people with their own genre of
Christmas albums. I don't know
precisely how to define these folks
except to say that most of them
probably watch Inside Edition.
Maybe another commonality among
these folks is that they necessarily
associate celebrity with ability in all
areas. Example: Demi Moore is a
celebrity actress, therefore she is a
wonderful singerdancerhopscotch
player. So I listened intently as a
middle-age- d woman next to me de-
bated with her husband whether to
buy Kathie Lee Gifford's "It's
Christmastime," or "A Romantic
Christmas," interpreted by licensed
"Love Doctor" and Entertainment
Tonight anchor John Tesh. "Oh,
honey." she said, sighi ng, "that John
Tesh CD would be nice and all, but
Kathie Lee just looks adorable on
this album cover!"
John Tesh? Kathie Lee Gifford?
Bizarre, to say the least, but market
able to no end. In fact, as I contin-
ued on my search, I half-expect- ed to
find Shaquille O'Neill's newest re-
lease, "Shaq-F- u The Red-Nos- ed
Dunkmeister." Or perhaps even the
entire cast of hit sitcom ER could
join in the cheer for a recording of
"Wishing You Healthy Lymph
Nodes This Holiday Season." Pow-
ered by George Clooney's soulful
rendition of "O Christmas Defibril-
lation," this album could easily go
platinum. What potential!
My search deepened as I leaped
from culture to culture. Given the
present status of hip, a jaunt into the
realm of alterna-Christm- as was in-
evitable. Therefore, I was not sur-
prised to find that these new compi-
lations were appropriately laced with
coolness andor irony. For instance,
"Just Say Noel" features such in-
triguing ditties as Beck's "Little
Drum Machine Boy," Sonic Youth's
"Santa Doesn't Cop Out On Dope,"
and the always-cheer- y "Millie Pulled
please see HOLIDAY MUSIC
GOES APE, page 7
has more to do with Barry trying to
satisfy his own naughty Christmas
wishes.
Certainly, superstars of old also
got in on the act. "A Jolly Christmas
From Frank Sinatra," has unques-
tionably jollied the Christmases of
many over the years. Also, "Elvis
Christmas" continues to provide a
seasonal fix for his massive herd of
followers. But, the true king of
popular Christmas recordings ap-
pears to be none other than Johnny
Mathis. Johnny appears to have come
out with about 80 seasonal render-
ings,, proving the fact that someone,
somewhere must really, really like
Johnny Mathis. A lot. I moved on.
Perhaps not everyone thinks of
Christmas as a time for cheer. What
about those who are perpetually
depressed? Don't they deserve a
Christmas album? Yes! Yes they
do. Therefore, let me present
"Bummed Out Christmas," with
both "Christmas in Jail" by The
Youngsters and the similar but
equally depressing, "Christmas in
Prison" by Doug Legacy & The Leg-
ends of the WesL Suggested lyrics: "I
been so naughtyI been so badSanta
burned my name off that list he had."
As I sorted through CD after
CD, it became clear to me that, in
the world of Christmas cheer, the
world of marketing leaves no sub-
culture untapped. I could go on
about Willie Nelson's "Country
Christmas," New Kids On The
Block's "Funky, Funky X-Ma- s," or
even harp-love- rs euphoria-indue--in- g
"Christmas With The Harp,"
but, at this point, it shouldn't be
necessary. After all, I've proven my
theorem, and soon enough, it will be
taught in "Mathematics in Contem-
porary Society" courses all over the
country. Go ahead and test it out.
All you need to do is look at the
people around you, and imagine a
Christmas album that would fit their
particular interest, and 9 times out
of 10, "Hot Air Ballooning Banjo-Picki-n
Dwarves From Botswana
Whoop It Up For The Holidays"
will exist.
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Holiday music goes ape
continued from page 6
a Pistol on Santa" by The Roots. If
this isn't enough for you, there are
alternative alternative compilations
boasting trendy titles such as "The
Coolest Christmas," "Another Kind
of Christmas," and the provocative
"The Edge of Christmas" featuring
the legendary duo of David Bowie
and Bing Crosby performing "Peace
on Earth." In fact, these discs look
so cool, I wouldn't be surprised if
Santa came around with a belly ring
this year.
However, I was far from done.
As I continued, I found new worlds
of Christmas cheer. "New Wave
Christmas," a slight spin-o- ff of the
alternative Christmas genre, con-
tains "Rudolph the Manic Reindeer"
by Los Lobos as well as the soon-to-be-clas- sic
"X-M- as at K-Ma- rt" by Root
Boy Slim and the Sex Change Band.
Trashing their newly unwrapped
electric guitars and setting the Christ-
mas tree on fire were the artists on
"Punk Rock X-Ma- s." In fact, I still
remember, as a kid, dancing around
the living room with my cousins
singing merrily along withTVTV$'s
offering "Daddy Drank Our X-M- as
Money." Ah, memories. And who
could forget Iron Maiden's contri-
bution to the singable album "Metal
Christmas?"
But it isn't all cutting-edg- e, new
stuff. The old-tim- e Christmas origi-
nals continue to be performed by
today's popular artists. Fans of
popular music, mainstream folks,
the lemmings of society, if you will,
certainly buy their favorites on
Christmas disc. Among these discs,
I found Mariah Carey, seductively
posing in a Santa Claus suit, Michael
Bolton looking "pensive" walking
through a snow-cover- ed city street,
and Barry Manilow staring know-
ingly at the camera with his fire-
place beckoning love. By the way,
Manilow's disc features a true Barry
original. "Baby, It's Cold Out-
side" could conceivably be about
Baby Jesus' birth in a barn, but I
am willing to take a gander that it
Classifieds
FREE TRIPS & CASH!
Find out how hundreds of student representatives are already earning FREE
TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with America's 1 Spring Break company!
Sell only 15 trips and travel free!
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS ALSO AVAILABLE.
Call now! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800) 95-BREA- K!
HELP WANTED
MenWomen can earn $480 weekly assembling circuit boards
electronic components at home. Experience unnecessary, will train.
Immediate openings in your local area.
Calll -5- 20-680-7891 EXT. C200
NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPE STUFFING $600-$80- 0 EVERY WEEK
Free Details: SASE to International Inc., 1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230
Having a jolly, Jewish Christmas
BRIAN FRIEDMAN
Growing up, December was al-
ways an interesting month in my
home. Just like the majority of
homes on the street, my Jewish fam-
ily discussed the Macabees and how
they were able to defend the Temple
from destruction thousands of years
ago. As always, the story of Hanuk-ka- h
was followed by potato pancakes
called latkes and the lighting of an-
other candle on the menorah. Each
candle stands for one of the eight days
that the lamp in the Temple stayed lit.
This was a miracle because there was
only enough lamp oil for one night.
My favorite part of the festivities al-
ways followed the prayer and candle
lighting: the opening of the presents.
For each of the eight nights, I selected
one present from my pile of eight.
The next day, I would ride the school
bus, which was filled with discussion
of who got what The bragging con-
tinued with disregard of the three kids
who had to wait until Christmas until
they had their opportunity to gloat.
Unlike the other children, I was
able to brag both at Hanukkah and
Christmas. Although many of the
kids would suggest that I was spoiled
and out for more presents, I knew the
real story why I lived in the only house
on the street that had a Christmas tree.
The Grinch who sold Christmas
SARAH FENSKE
I used to love Christmas. It wasn't
just that dull, happy kind of love; it
was fierce. It hurt. I remember feel-
ing palpitations in my heart when my
mother would take the boxes ofChrist-
mas decorations out of the attic, and
on Christmas morning, my hear would
literally sing with joy.
Not anymore. No longer do I wake
upon Christmas seething withexpec-- .
tation, eager to dance down the stairs
to the tree. I want to roll over hide
under the pillow, making every effort
to shut out my more enthusiastic sib-
lings as they shriek over their gifts. I
have spent the last two Christmases
wishing I were dead, and if not dead,
at least in a coma somewhere. No
doubt it will be the same this year.
I am a saleslady. How I became
one is not a very interesting story,
having mainly to do with entering a
store on a whim, filling out an appli-
cation, and dazzling the interviewer
with my readiness to stand in a
crowded store and beam moron i-c- ally
all day long. It was an inaus-
picious beginning for employment
that would change my life and my
perception of Christmas forever.
Now that I am a saleslady, I can-
not smile sincerely anymore. The
most important thing about the job
is to look as sweet as possible while
scaring the daylights out of every-
one. Big smile, clenched teeth. "My
name is Sarah, and if you need my
My mother was raised Catholic, but
converted to Judaism when she mar-
ried her first husband, who was Jew-
ish. Her second husband, my father,
was also Jewish and they agreed
that I would also be raised a Jew.
My mother was awfully stubborn
though. Although she had converted
to Judaism early in life, she would
not let go of her Christmas tradi-
tions. My father would not allow
my mother to take me to church on
Christmas, so I never truly under-
stood the religious significance of the
holiday. All I knew was that I was
the only child in the neighborhood
who baked cookies, decorated a tree,
.
and visited family every December.
Visiting my mother's side of the
family was always peculiar to me.
My mother was raised not too far
from Wooster on a farm in Dover,
while I was born and raised with the
city ofCleveland in my blood. Com-
ing to my Aunt's home once a year
. was shocking not only because of
the religious difference but also be-
cause of the different lifestyles. My
uncle is a butcher and it would not
be uncommon for him to tell a story
about the turkey that we were " jut
to eat. As you can' imagine, my
appetite was never up to speed
since I was so accustomed to my
turkey dressed in Styrofoam and
assistance, please let me know," I
say, and frequently I have to add,
"You didn't really mean to stick that
blouse in your purse, now did you?"
Lovely Christmasy grin. Ithensmile
warmly at the customers as they exit
the fitting rooms, leaving behind mas-
sive damage. "Have a merry Christ-
mas," I chirp. "Thanks for dumping
theentire Juniors section on the floor!"
We're supposed to add, "Come back
soon!" Sometimes I can force these
words out; other times, I know that if
I opened my mouth, I just might start
screaming hysterically and pounding
our treasured customers with my fists.
My good cheer is compounded by
those generous old ladies who want
only to buy the perfect outfit for
their grandchild ... for seven dol-
lars. They love to search the clear-
ance racks, patting my arm to make
sure I am still there. "You see this
lovely vest, it's only four dollars," I
exclaim, thinking I have maybe
solved their Christmas quandry.
Alas, little Stephanie doesn't like
vests, she likes dresses, and if
Grandma doesn't find one for five
dollars, there will be hell to pay.
And Stephanie only likes to wear pink,
no lace, certainly not a collar (she
thinks they're itchy, the dear girl), and
it must have fringe. When at last we
find a dress, it is a size 8, and Steph is
a 1 0. I call another store in our chain,
so they can put me on hold for two
hours and finally report that they've
never heard of a dress like it any
, plastic, not feathers.
The rest of the day, my extended
family discussed Christ and the ser-
mon they heard that morning. My
sister, father .and I spent the day
. confused but enjoying the company
of our family nonetheless. Eventu-
ally, it would get dark and we would
travel back to Cleveland, leaving
the exotic life of our extended fam-
ily behind. Upon returning home, I
would call my friends to hear about
their day watching football because
everything was closed. On the other
hand, my motherenabled me to have
a more fulfilling day experiencing a
much different rel igion and lifestyle
than I was familiar with.
Even since my mother's death six
years ago, we make the annual pil-
grimage to rural Ohio. The journey
has become a family tradition and wc
spend every December 25th doing
more than watching sports on TV.
Although the plastic tree has not
been brought down from the attic
since my mother's death, I some-
times make Christmas cookies.
Nobody in the neighborhood under-
stood the need or purpose for the
tree or the smell of freshly baked
cookies, yet it remains a unique
change from the smell of fried pota-
toes and burning wax that pervades
the street.
way. How about a nice vest, Granny?
When the final customer has left
the store, we- - salesladies survey the
damage. Clothes are piled to the
ceiling in the fitting rooms, fill the
aisles, and are stacked on top of dis-
plays like the Tower of Pisa. There
are clothes everywhere except on the
hangers. We remove our plastic
smiles and dash around for two hours,
putting everything away. When we
are done, we have discovered three
more customers who were lodged
under the piles and couldn't leave
earlier, as well as the purses of the
irate shoppers who now jam our phone
lines asking if maybe they left some-
thing behind. Another day is over.
I think about all this as I lie in bed
on Christmas morning and ache with
the efforts of the month before. The
main thought that greets me as I
open my eyes to Christmas morning
is that the next day will be the 26th,
and all the clothes that left the store
on the 24th will be returning com-
plete with receipts and sullen children
who don't want to find a different
outfit, thank you, and really want only
to howl at their mothers and any un-
fortunate saleslady in the line of fire.
The day after Christmas scares the
heck out ofme and any saleslady with
enough energy to be scared. It hangs
over Christmas day like a curse.
I don't think I ever want to see
another piece of clothing again.
I don't like Christmas anymore.
Or maybe I just don't like my job.
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'It's a Wonderful Life" the perennial holiday film
the flood ofcheerful Christmas drivel, there are some endearing stories that stand out
NAT MISSILDINE
Wc all are deeply mired now in the holiday
season. With the passing of Thanksgiving,
everything has suddenly turned from a stark
November gray to a festive, sparkling green
and red. No aspect of our culture is safe from
this invasion. T.V. and billboard ads supple-
ment their message with a requisite season
greeting, such as "From all of us here at
Texaco. Happy Holidays. Santa begins his
incredibly busy tour schedule of visiting ev-
ery single mall in the country; front yards and
porches are filled with plastic snowmen and
wrapped in garlands, weekly sitcoms feature
special the-true-meaning-of-Chri- stmas epi-
sodes, i.e. Friends Monica and Rachel learn
that red bows go nicely with the latest hair
bob.
Most of this sentimentality I feel I can
remain immune to. but not all of it. One
perennial holiday treat that pops up each De-
cember to warm the cynical chambers of my
heart is Frank Capra's 1945 classic "It's A
Wonderful Life. Granted, the title alone
reaches dangerous levels of mush. The film
may be conventional and contrived in all
respects, yes two stars that represent angels
are shown conversing in the heavens, charac-
ters say things to each other like "Hot dog.
that's sound great!" and "Hey everybody,
meet the wife! and the ending wraps up the
story into a neat, happy package. Despite all
this, there is something about this movie that
continues to capture our emotions. It just may
be the last real vestige of holiday spirit that
remains in Christmas pop culture.
We all know the story. George Bailey
(Jimmy Stewart), who has spent his whole life
doing things for other people, loses the money
that would keep his Savings and Loan busi-
ness afloat. At the end of his rope, he is
considering suicide when Clarence the angel
conies to his rescue. "Help me by letting me
help you, Clarence says and he proceeds to
show George what life would be like had he
Hip-hop- 's good and bad
Mobb Deep and Westside connection
ALLE PARKER
Why do people listen to music? I know my
parents are always wondering about the kind
of music that I listen to. They really dislike
my penchant for loud guitars and deep bass.
I suppose I listen mostly to hip-ho- p and
altema-po- p, but I honestly am into just about
everything. What really draws me to a par- - ;
tieulargenre, however, is lyrics. Greatlyrics, '
and by this I mean lyrics that are really saying
something, are increasingly difficult to find,
nowadays. Yet, I am continually searching.
.
I think this search is what initially drew me
to hip-ho- p. I - - 1 ' : '
mean back
when I was
growing up,
rappers were
some of the few
artists, which
were actually
talking about
acclaimed ' releases, the Westside
Connection's "Bow Down" and Mobb
Deeps "Hell On Earth. It is easy to dismiss
both releases as no more than gangsta rap,
but in reality they are both much more.
Indeed, a close listen to both releases lends
deep insight into the deep chasm which is
ever widening in the hip-ho- p community.
Not only do these two releases highlight
the intensifying conflict between the East
and West- - iust check out Westside
Not only do these two releases .
highlight the intensifying conflict
between the East and West . . but they
also indicate the differing paths this
artform is embarking on.
anything in their music. To me, listening to
hip-ho- p was mentally stimulating, the people
were actually about something, and although
it wasn't necessarily personally relevant, the
subject matter was always poignant, per-
sonal, and .provoking. - --
' Nowadays, however, many lament the de-
mise of relevance within hip-ho-p. Critics
claim that the music Jias degenerated into
nothing more than avenue for gang bangin',
gun totin, blunt smokin' and malt liquor
drinkin idiots to purvey their brand of fan
tastic violence to a primarily suburban audi
ence. Kap is no longer about reality; it is
about marketing. Nonetheless, hip-ho- p con-
tinues to flourish, and I honestly think it is'
because the artists still have an important'
message to convey. Too often, though, the
importance of the message is lost amidst the
glorified images of sex and violence.
For example, let's take two recent, highly
Connection's "All The Cri tics In New York"-b- ut
they also indicate the differing paths this
artform is embarking on. " i .
"Bow Down is ripe with phaf beats and
": , - top notch pro--
7 duction.hu t the
lyrics too often
fall into the
realm of mere
chest thump-
ing. WC, Ice
VtCube,' and
. Mack TO seem
bent on proving to anyone who will listen
that they are the baddest, toughest, and mean-
est motherfS(lFrs on the block, . "Bow
Down" is a fun listen, the beats alone ensure
that, but there is just not much to think about.
"Hell On Earth, on the other hand, offers
' something more intelligent. The beats on
this album are more subtle, but they allow
.
the lyrics to sink in and work. The whole
project is intensely thought provoking; one
listen to tracks like "O.O.D. Pt 111 and
- "Drop A Gem On 'Em is enough to make
iaws droo and wheels spin.' Mobb Deep
- proves that rap is not dead, as they push their
. subject matter to a whole new level- - .' .
..Therein lies the main rift between hip-ho- p
"
artists today. Some are talking the same ol
same ol, while others are challenging ste-- -
reotypes and offering fresh vision. Mobb
.
Deep is the latter and unfortunately Westside
' Connection must be classified as the former.
never been born. As he sees the horrors of his
town without him. George realizes that the
altruism he's shown throughout his life really
has made a difference. He comes back to his
present reality and his hope is renewed. He
discovers, as Clarence says, "every persons
life touches so many others.
The message itself is very simple and under
any other actors or any other storyline it could
have been very trite. But "It'sa Wonderful Life
fits together in a mysterious way. The film is one
of a very few that can deliver a sentimental
message without sounding meaningless.
There are individual elements along the
way that helpachievethiseffect. Both Stewart
and Donna Reed (who plays George's wife)
give alternately funny and touching perfor-
mances. When George stumbles through the
snowy streets of Bedford Falls shouting
"Merry Christmas' to everyone and every-
thing he sees, only a true scrooge can't help
but feeling pulled in to this redemption of
George's life.
Not to mention these characterizations
add an endearing humor into the story, with
Clarence as a bumbling angel who desper-
ately wants his wings and the absent-minde- d
Uncle Billy who has a string around each
finger for the things he must remember .
But what has kept "It's a Wonderful Life"
fresh for over fifty years, possibly more than
anything else, is that it is not expressly a
Christmas movie. Because of this, it doesn't
sink into nameless oblivion amidst the rest
of the Christmas onslaught. Aside from the
time of year in which the film is set. there is
no direct Christmas moral. The subtley of
its holiday message has made it over the
years the most profound of Christmas tales.
The film has become a 20th century Christ-
mas myth, having lost none of its relevance
along the way. So while you sip your egg nog
and hear Walmart announce its twentieth holi-
day sale, relax and know that there are still
reasons to celebrate the sentimentality of
Christmas.
Apple
MdaySaving?!
-
.'- C
For a limited time, you can snag a 150
rebate from Apple when you purchase a
Macintosh desktop computer with an
Apple display (if sold separately) and any
Apple printer. Just make tracks for your
campus computer store and pick up some
of the most innovative technology in
existence. Better still, using a Mac means
getting stuff done a whole lot faster,
which should open up your schedule for
the real important things. like sleeping.
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.
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A five-ye- ar old Christmas tradition
plays again amidst a sea of books
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A Tootsie Roll-wieldi- ng Damon Hickey and friends at a rehearsal from a past year's St George play.
Library presents "St. George: A
Mummer's Play for Christmas"
Classic Christmas story with a modern Wooster twist
SALLY THELEN
If you daydream about slaying all
your finals and are in need of a fun
study break, "St. George: A Mum-
mers Play for Christmas" is the
answer for you. The performance
transforms the popular Mummers
plays of medieval England into an
bizarre day-in-the-l- ife of a Wooster
student. It will be performed by the
Andrews Library Mummers in the
lobby of Andrews Library on Sun-
day and Monday, December 8 and
9, at 9 p.m.
In this updated version. Saint
George becomes a student in the
College, played by Chris Matsos
00. Saint George's evil fire-breathi- ng
foe becomes every student's arch
enemy, the Great Dragon I.S. (more
accurately: a cow), played by Sandy
Kozera '98. Old Father Christmas is
none other than the director of li-
braries and the author and director
of the play. Dr. Damon Hickey.
Other appearances will be made by
Evan Berliner '00 as Doctor Hygeia,
Kirsten Came '97 as MacWoo, Sa-
rah Burger '97 as S. A. Bee, and
Charity Babcock '98 as the Profes-
sor. Nikki Kammer '00 is the voice
of MacWoo and S. A. Bee. All per-
formers are moonlighting library
employees.
The play opens when the student,
whom Old Father Christmas mis
takes for St. George, comes to the
library to study for exams during
Reading Days. MacWoo-an- d S. A.
Bee join forces with Old Father
Christmas to vie for the student's
interest in other campus activities.
The Professor and the Dragon I.S.
then lay on the guilt by blaming the
student for wasting valuable study
time. In true Saint George form, the
student slays all his tormentors, a
feat that will undoubtedly be en-
vied by all students present. Dr.
Hygeia comes to the rescue and
restores all to life. The play con-
cludes with an audience invitation
from Old Father Christmas to share
wassai I and sweets (or the Wooster
version: punch and cookies) with
the Mummers in the Andrews
Room.
Now in its fifth consecutive year,
the play has proved to be very en-
joyable and entertaining for audi-
ences. Hickey claimed that espe-
cially popular is the Great Dragon
I.S. He stated that although the na-
ture of this play is very lighthearted,
there is a "serious underlying mes-
sage" that students "shouldn't let
anxieties get on top of them, even
I.S.", Hickey looks forward to see-
ing the performance continue as a
Wooster annual tradition. He urges
all to come down and enjoy this
chance to daydream about slaying
all your stress. Don't worry about
missing too much studying time;
the play lasts fewer than ten min-
utes.
Like Old Father Christmas him-
self, the Mummers' play probably
descended from pre-Christi- an times.
Similar to the ancient Sword-Danc- e,
the play's action acts as a mirror of
the death and rebirth that occurs
annually in nature. The plays may
descend from ritual sacrafices per-
formed by the Druids in northern
Europe. Such plays in their "Chris-
tianized" form were staged and per-
formed in the church during the
Christmas season.
This Woosterized twist is only
one of the various versions of the
timeless Christmas Mummers' plays
that have survived into the twenti-
eth century. In other adaptations, St.
George's dragon foe has been re-
placed by historical and mythical
British enemies, a Turkish Knight
from the Crusades, and Bonaparte
from the Napoleonic Wars. Some-
times St. George himself is slain. He
and his enemies are usually restored
to life by the Doctor. Old Father
Christmas is often used to introduce
each character and comment on the
action of the play.
If it feels like those finals are
breathing fire down your back, be
sure not to m iss this chance to sword
fight with stress and enjoy some
yule time spirit.
"First Contact:" the
best Star Trek in years
The Next Generation crew goes
solo against the evil Borg
JAMES ROLLER
You knew it was coming. You
thought you knew the plot, only it
was not what you expected. After
the original Star Trek crew's six
movies and the crossover Genera-
tions The Next Generation finally
takes center stage in "First Con-
tact" In what turned out to be a
surprising script with predictable
characters, "First Contact". found
the blend of a plot that was not
overcomplicated and dazzling spe-
cial effects that made Trekkers re-
turn to see it time and time again
the first week of release. Ofcourse,
that is not to say that true Trekkers
would not
show up nu-
merous times
just to see a
PatrickStewart(Captain
P i c a r d )
"First Contact" found the
blend ofa plot that was not
overcomplicated and
dazzling special effects that
made Trekkers return to see
it time and time again the
first week ofrelease
Most of the "
television series' core actors showed
up for "First Contact" Directed by
Jonathan Frakes (Commander Wil-
liam Riker), Stewart and Brent
Spiner (Lt. Commander Data) took
key roles in the action. The original
idea was centered around the nem-
esis Borg's attempt to conquer the
Federation by "assimilating"
Earth. The plot line was discov-
ered and posted over the Internet,
alerting fans to the intention of
reviving the Federation's rivalry
with the Borg. Frakes went back
to the drawing board, redesigning
the plot while maintaining the Borg
link.
The movie begins as a nightmare
for Picard as he recalls the time he
was kidnapped by the Borg and
turned into their spokesman Locutus.
Immediately, he is informed of the
Borg's impending attack, but told to
stay away as the Federation believes
Picard's previous encounter might
make him vulnerable to biased or
influenced decisions. After rescu-
ing Captain (formerly Lt. Com-
mander) Worf (Michael Dorn) from
his battered ship,- - the new U.S.S.
Enterprise-- E recoordinates the fleet
and they successfully blow up the
Borg in the most incredible display
of special effects in Star Trek his-
tory. However, the Borg is able to
launch a mini spherical ship before
the final explosion and create a
space-tim- e abnormality sending
both the sphere and the pursuing
Enterprise back to the 21st cen-
tury.
The goal of the Borg in the 2 1st
century was to blow up Dr. Zephram
Cochrane ' s Phoeni x, the first rocket
ship to break the light barrier. By
breaking the barrier, a signal was
picked up by the first beings outside
Earth (naturally the Vulcans), initi-
ating the beginning of the Federa-
tion. The Enterprise easily destroys
the sphere, but unknowingly allows
some of the Borg to transport onto
the ship. The movie then shifts to a
race against time as Riker, Counse-
lor Deanna Troi (Marina Sirtis) and
Lt. Commander Geordi LaForge
(Levar Burton) transport down to
Earth to convince Cochrane to pro-
tect the expedition from the Borg,
while Picard, Data, Worf and Dr.
BeverlyCrusher(Gates
McFadden)
fend off the
Borg's at-
tempt to take
over the
starship.
The plot'
hits boiling
when Data is captured and is se-
duced by the Borg Queen (Alice
Kringe), the Borg's leading collec-
tive conscience. She attempts to
assimilate Data by taking advantage
of his human "emotion" chip. With
assimilation of the Enterprise nearly
complete, Picard orders the self-destructi- on
of the ship and its evacu-
ation. Picard remains to find Data
in an attempt to return an old fa-
vor. Picard offers himself as a
trade for Data, but Data is assimi-
lated and does not appear to desire
to return to his android self. As
the Borg Queen revels in her ap-
parent victory. Data turns on the
Borg by intentionally misfiring at
the Phoenix, allowing it to achieve
light speed, then smashed the
plasma conduit, which engulfed
the Borg and destroyed them all.
He then uttered their trademark
phrase "Resistance is futile."
Keeping with Star Trek tradition
the inside joke humor is never stomach--
aching, but will be well appre-
ciated by fans of the television se-
ries. As is the case in previous
movies, some of the regulars are
only given bit roles, as Picard takes
centerstage with Data, leavingev-erybodyelseouttodr- y.
Overall, if
you are a Trekker, then you will
likely rate this movie a - ne of the
best yet. However, it y m are not
familiar with the Star Trek method
of entertainment, you -- ill prob-
ably only enjoy the spc il effects
and fight scenes. An ! those are
worth the price of admission, in
themselves.
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Women's B-b- all off to fast start despite growing pains
Lady Scots win opening tournament, dump gritty Oberlin squad, improve to 4--2 on the year
LUCIEN HOLMES
Though the Lady Scots basket-
ball team hoped that the agony of
narrow defeat had been left behind
them last Tuesday, vestiges of the
63-6- 0 loss at Malone remained at
the Muskingum Tournament last
weekend.
Poor shooting from the foul line,
thin defense and erratic officiating
plagued Wooster in Saturday's
match-u-p against Adrian College in
Michigan. Two of Adrian's lop
starters, both recovering from inju-
ries, were played under 20 minutes,
leaving big holes for the young
bench. Their clumsy off-balanc- ed
shots and sloppy passing gave
Wooster plenty of opportunity to
prevail.
During the first 10 minutes, the
Lady Scots didjust that. They jumped
out to a quick 1 2-- 6 advantage, thanks
to the sweet shots of Katie Montague
'99 who finished the game with 20
points on 4 of 1 1 shooting.
However, unnecessary fouls and
careless turnovers were obstacles
even the Lady Scots could not sur-
mount. Montague's normally sure
hands failed her as she surrendered
the basketball six times. Point guard
Erin Gertz '00 lost the handle nine
times.
While the Scots 28 turnovers
Men's basketball clinic
continued from page 12
tributed 10 points and played well
was not Wooster's sharpest game,
they schooled Oberlin in the funda-
mentals of basketball.
Wooster started off with a 7-- 1 run
and. unfortunately, could not keep
- up this momentum. Each team had
runs of their runs of their own and
Wooster only led by five at halftime."
Wooster settled into a more con-
sistent style of play and. when com-
bined with Oberlin's poor play, the
game turned into a massacre. Down
the stretch, the only excitement came
from the band taunts.
Gorman once again came up huge
leading all scorers with 23 points.
Wooster's other big front man, Greg
Morris '97. contributed 1 1 points
and played well defensively.
Fernandez engineered another fine
offensive effort stymieing the
Oberlin defense and contributing 10
points. Wooster also had strong
bench support. Sprang lifted the
Experienced typist with
wordprocessor and laser jet
printer available to type andor
proofread term papers, senior
thesis, etc. Reasonable rates.
Call Felicia at (330) 364-457- 8.
proved costly, even more so were
the 18 personal fouls they commit-
ted. Too often they fouled too far
into the possession. The Lady Scot
defense would hold the shooters for
about twenty seconds and then end
up fouling with the shot clock wind-
ing down.
Those fouls earmarked the begin-
ning of the second half, which saw a
30-2-6 halftime advantage dissolve
into a 31-3- 0 deficit which Wooster
would never overcome. Indeed, that
initial five point run was a micro-
cosm for the demoralizing skid the
Scots suffered for 20 straight min-
utes. Allowing 1 3 steals and easily
as many traveling violations, the
Lady Scots saw the Adrian lead bal-
loon to as much as twelve.
Wooster trailed, not due to poor
athleticism, but poor communica-
tion. One of the most memorable
plays of the weekend was turned in
by Alicia Washington '00, who came
flying from outside the key, arms
outstretched to grab the rebound.
She promptly threw it off the left
side into the stands. The Scots
clearly missed the experience of the
NCAC Newcomer of the year.
She had been sitting on the bench
for most of the second half, strangely
silent, but her dynamic re-entra- nce
into the ballgame with 6:30 to go
galvanized the team. She was
Scots in the second half with 1 1
points and Wilson also had a strong
game off the bench.
The Scots will be busy over the
Winter Break. They do not play
next week due to finals and then
they head to the warmth of sunny
California for games against Uni-
versity ofCalifomia-Sa- n Diego and
Pomona-Pitze- r. Wooster will re-
turn on the 27th and 28th to host the
Mose. Hole Kiwanis Classic. On
January 3, they travel to face con-
ference rival Kenyon and they will
continue their road trip against an-
other tough NCAC opponent.
Denison, on the 8th. They return
home to continue their conference
play against Case Western Reserve
on the 1 1 th. They will round out
their play on the road in Allegheny
on the 15th before their huge home
game against archnemesis Wittenberg
on the 1 8th. It should be an exciting
time for the Scots over the next
month. Hopefully, they will play
consistently at a high level and
continue winning. Have a great
break!
Lorah Way is a member of the
class of '98 and is not on the women's
basketball for personal reasons. In
last week's Voice, Way's class year
was listed as 96, thus not playing due
to graduation. We regret this error.
promptly fouled by Adrian'sAllison
Watkins, w ho fouled out of the game.
Mouthing off to Sue Roberts '99
only merited her a technical. The
Scots made all four free throws and
Washington's subsequent quick bank
shot trimmed the Bulldog lead to 57-5- 4.
The inspired defense played
cleanly and Gertz pulled up outside
the arc and drained a three for the lie.
Wooster would come no closer,
though. Adrian outshot the Scots in
the waning seconds and had the fi-
nal possession. Wooster's defense,
unsure whether to foul or to antici-
pate a turnover, waited to foul until
3.4 seconds were left. By then, it
was too late. Adrian's three-poi- nt
play sealed the narrow defeat by a
.final score of 65-6- 0.
Although a loss as close as this
leaves much room for focusing on
what went wrong, the three-poi- nt
shooting of Roberts continues to be
outstanding, the eight rebounds of
Gertz and Washington were team
highs, and the hellacious steals and
largely under appreciated defense
of center Heather Dales 98 showed
no sign of slacking.
Almost everyone expected this to
be a blowout So when Wooster
failed to win the tip, many were
surprised. When Wooster failed to
maintain any semblance of a lead,
many were confused. And when
i r
International
Job Skills
New professional MA. in Inter-
national Affairs or Interamerican
Studies prepares you rapidly for
exciting careers:
environmental studies
public health
government
international organizations
international media,
business
Learn valuable analytic skills
from economics and the social
sciences.
Complete this intensive multi-disciplina- ry
degree in 12 to 15
months, while living in a fasci-
nating international city.
Free details.
Graduate School ofInternational Studies
Coral Gables, FL 33124-301- 0
305-284-41- 73; Fax: 305-28444- 06
New
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Wooster trailed Oberlin 26-2- 1 at the
halftime buzzer, emotions ranged
from frustrated to furious. The play-
ers looked dejected as they adjourned
to the locker room, and head coach
Roxanne Allen was livid..
It was futile anger because it could
not be directed at any one of the
players. Essentially, the first half
featured poor team play that stooped
to the level of the opponent. Wooster
did not have as much quickness in
transitions, so most of Oberlin's
points came on fast-break- s. That,
combined with stagnant shooting
and picked-of- f passes, made the first
half a frightening experience.
In the second half, however, the
Scots finally picked up their game.
Behind Katie Montague's '99 twenty-si- x
points and eleven boards, Wooster
engineered strong runs of eleven and
fourteen points. Angie Dlis '99 stole
428 Beall Ave. -
JUST DOWN
WANTS TO HELP RE-FUE- L
YOUR BRAIN FOR EXAMS.
You buy ANY Large, Cravable Sandwich
and we'll supply the medium Fries!
Offer good 24 hours a day thru the end of 1996!
The
the show with four three pointers, but
Nicole Sprenger's '00 two three point-
ers and Maria Leopold's '00 strong
contributions did not go unnoticed. -
A disturbing aspect of the game
was the delineation between those
with good offensive and those with
good defensive games. Erin Gertz
'00 dished out six assists but fin-
ished with three points. Heather
Dales 98 grabbed eleven rebounds,
blocked six shots, and stole the ball
five times but scored only two.
To win against Earlham on Satur-
day or agai nst anyone Wooster
must remember to play as a team,
not acollection of individuals. Their
passing must be precise and shot
selection must be careful. With as
many talented players as the Scots
boast, it would be a disservice not to
look to the March tournament with
high hopes.
Phone - 264-818- 0
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Sports Symposium
Sjorf rehabilitation
annual Sports Medicine Symposium
NEWS RELEASE
The examination and rehabilitation of athletes and other specific sports
medicine isues are the focus of Functional Approach to Primary Care
Sports Care Medicine, the third annual Sports Medicine Symposium to be
held Friday, December 6, 7a.m.-- 5 p.m., and Saturday, December 7, 7:30
a.m.-12:1- 5 p.m. at the Health and Wellness Center, 4125 Medina Road,
Akron.
Sporsored by the Sports Medicine Center at Children's Hospital Medi-
cal Center ofAkron and the Northeast Ohio Sports Meuicine Institute, the
symposium features keynote speaker Robert Heidt, M.D., team physician
for the Cincinnati Bengals. He will discuss the care of the elite athlete.
There also will be multi-facete- d presentations on ACL Instability,
Patello Femoral Syndrome, TJR Management of Hand Injuries and
Medical Implications in Sports. Several symposium faculty members will
examine different aspects of each of these subjects. Each presentation will
conclude with a panel discussion.
Additional presentations and exhibits will feature other specific areas of
sports medicine. All primary care physicians and sports medicine protes-siona- ls
are invited to attend. The registration fee is $155 for physicians;
$125 for athletic trainers, physical therapists and certified strength
conditioning specialists; and $80 for residents and students. This fee
includes both days of course work and refreshments. "'Continuing
Education Units also are available. To register or for more informa-
tion, contact the Northeast Ohio Sports Medicine Institute, (330)
, if
GOOD
WEEKLY
INCOME
processing mail for national
company! Free supplies,
postage! No selling! Bonuses!
Start immediately! Genuine
opportunity! Rush S.A.S.E:
V M C, SUITE 174
1861 N. FEDERAL HWY
HOLLYWOOD , FX, 33020
Beat the
Experts
wrapup
JAMES ROLLER
Mackie Feierstein "97 pulled out
the victory in the eleventh and final
week of competition of Beat the
Experts. Thanks to his recent strong
showings. Feierstein moved into the
finals of the contest. He also won
the most weeks this season, winning
four, one ahead of Assistant Direc-
tor of Sports Information, Peter
James. Director of Sports Informa-
tion, John Finn finished his distin-
guished BTE career this year. He
will step aside "to let the younger
guys have a chance."
For the championship, Feierstein
and James will compete in a one on
one Bowl Game Bonanza. All the
chosen bowl games will be equally
weighted, and the victor of this win-
ner take all, sudden-deat- h contest
will receive a $25 gift certificate
from a local sporting good shop
downtown.
I would like to thank everyone
who competed this year. If I had
more money to give, then we would
be all rich. Of course, then I could
affort full tuition, so why would I be
at The College of Wooster anyway?
On behalf of the sports staff, I wish
you a happy holiday season.
This year's intramural soccer
season proved to be more
competitive than in recent years.
Teams from different dorms
including Bissman, Armington
and Kenarden competed in the
prestigous Sunday competitions.
The international team, Lunds
United, led by team
representative Joe Allen '97,
ended up capturing the
coveted soccer title.
With many members of Lunds
United graduating in the spring,
the title appears to be up for
grabs next year. Competition
promises to be grueling, so get
practicing.
Pholo by Trisha Sanyal
Hey Everyone!
There is now a
; Women's; Only
J Hour
-- ir-r1 - ... , , , :- - ....
in the Weightroom
Sunday: thru.
-- Thursday
'? 1 89 p.m.
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Football transcends to
next level in NCAC,
bids adieu to seniors
Winning season first of the decade,
not last of improvement, as many
returning players look to the future
JAMES KOLLER
From the depths of oblivion to the
brink of stardom, to a few points
from perfection. The Fighting Scot
football team not only turned the
corner this year, but accelerated to
stardom en route to a third place in
the North Coast Athletic Confer-
ence. Wooster finished 7--3 on the
season, including 6-- 2 in the NCAC,
placing seven players on the all-confere- nce
team. While many
people, including Scot foes, believed
Wooster would be good enough to
compete, most 'never foresaw a team
that nearly defeated the 3 ranked
team in the nation. A team filled
with youth, Wooster quickly grew
up with the help of veteran leader-
ship on both sides and a coaching
staff that supplied the right formula
with ingredients aching to burn.
The year started out on a familiar
note as the Scots' first possession
ended up as a blocked punt returned
for a touchdown againstCentre. The
Scots showed flashes of promise in
amassing over 450 yards of total
offense, yet still ended up on the
losing side, 28-- 2 1 . This was the low
point of the season as such a positive
effort netted nothing but disappoint-
ment as the Scots dominated every
face of the game except the final score.
The Scot defense took command
the next three weeks, allowing only
25 points. Wooster won the first
overtime game in school history,
defeating Grove City in the second
overtime period 7-- 6. The next week,
the Scot offense showed up in dra-
matic fashion. Wooster lit up the
field for a 41-1- 2 thumping of
Denison. With 43 1 yards of offense
and a defense led by Greg Lare '98.
Mike Noble '98 and Tony
Klonowski '00, the Scots played
their first well-round- ed game of the
year. This .three game winning
stretch ofoffensi ye output concl uded
with the biggest point display of the
year. After a week off, the Scots
came ready to play on Oct. 1 2,lhrash-in- g
Earlham 52-2- 7.
The biggest test of the year for the
now rolling Scots came on Oct. 19
when nationally ranked Allegheny
came knocking on Galpin's door.
For three and a half quarters,
Wooster stood toe to to with with
the Gators. Experience down the
stretch was the deciding factor as
eny wVhstqod' the 'defensive
struggle, 13-- 3. The Scot four game
winning streak may have ended, but
their days as a punching bag were
clearly over.
Kenyon nearly caught Wooster
off-gua-rd the next Saturday, taking
Wooster to the brink ofdefeat on the
rebound. The Scot defense had
trouble containing the Lord attack
all day, taking two overtimes to pre-
vail 42-3- 6. The most important fact
to come out of this game was the
hard fought victory, especially after
an emotional game.
Oberlin made the mistake of vis-
iting Wooster on Nov. 2. The Yeo-
men were reduced to Men Shouting
Yow in the first half as Wooster
exploded for 3 1 first half points. A
couple of late scores by Oberline
made the score more respectable at
31-1- 3, but the repercussions were
evident.
Wittenberg marked the second
great opportunity for Wooster to
break through. Wittenberg has tra-
ditionally ranked with Allegheny as
the NCAC's best gridiron squad.
This time, the fact that the game was
on the road provided an additional
hurdle for the young Scots. The
Scots scored first, but were unable
to halt the Tiger's machine. An
untimely interception ended what
could have been the biggest win in
over a decade for Wooster football.
A 2 1 -- 1 3 loss may have been seen as
another sign of Scot resurgency, but
for the team it was just another op-
portunity that fell short of expecta-
tions. The killer instinct of the Scot
team was proven to be still in progress.
Thus Ohio Wesleyan fell prey to a
frustrated Scot team in the closing
game of the year. Brandon Good '99
set two College records as Wooster
rounded out the season with a 35-- 7
thrashing of the Battling Bishops.
Most teams would have consid-
ered a 7-- 3 record and third place in
the NCAC a resounding success.
Somehow, most people who know
anyone of the football team would
agree that each of the three losses
should not have occured. There
may be many underclassmen return-
ing next season, but there was a
crucial senior class that will be
missed. Without the leadership of
such stars as Scott Amstutz, Jeremy
Harris, Steve Johnson, Bjorn Lake.
Greg Lare. Tony Natale. Sly Slaugh-
ter, this year would not have been
nearly as successful as it had been.
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Men's B-b- all offering free clinic . i V
NCAC opponents invited to view display ofquality skills I i
JOE ALLEN
Scot basketball has continued this
year. The Scots won their first three
games, including the Van Wie Tour-
nament, and their first loss game
came against Akron, a struggling Di-
vision I program. Last night, they
coasted loan easy victory overOberlin
to improve their record lo 4-- 1 .
The annual Van Wie tournament
gave the Scots the chance to test
their preseason preparation. In the
season-openin- g game, they faced
off against Hiram. The Scots came
out strongly and built an 11-- 2 lead
early. Hiram, however, stepped up
their game, and after the Scots
couldn't sink their shots. Hiram tied
the game at 20. After Coach Steve
Moore called a time-ou- t. Wooster
went on a 12-- 1 run with John Wil-
son '99 playing strong down low.
This run gave Wooster a 15-poi- nt
halftime lead.
The second half was filled with
missed shots and poor passing on
both sides of the ball. Hiram opened
the half with a nice run of their own
and cut the Wooster lead to 3 with
13:00 minutes to go. Their run was
produced by the loss of Wooster's
Ryan Gorman '99 to foul trouble,
which allowed their big man, Sean
Stephens, to score some easy buck-
ets down low. For the rest of the
half, the two teams battled back and
forth, exchanging baskets. When
..1.
.-
.-J
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photo by Eric Bakken
Ryan Gorman 99 and the Scots arc a step ahead in the early going.
get ball inside to Gorman and Mor-- ance the Wooster attack. He con-r- is
who combined for 29 of the
Wooster point total. Fernandez please see MEN'S BASKET
showed some poise and helped bal- - BALL CLINIC, page 10
Swim team navigates way to impressive victory
Scot, Lady Scot standouts head to Ohio University over Winter Breakfor individual competition
MONICA BRYM
KRISTIN RIKER
The College of Wooster's men's
and women's swimming teams had
a victorious Saturday versus Oberlin
College.
The Septs had an outstanding win
against their rival, the Yeomen,
outscoringthem 124-- 1 10. The Lady
Scots defeated the Yeowomen with
a score of 134-9- 1.
"This was an important victory
for the men, since we lost to them
last year, said Wooster head coach
Keith Beckett. The meet was not
only a battle for first places, but
the dust settled, Wooster left Timken
Gymnasium with a 61-5- 3 victory.
Greg Morris '97 led the Wooster
scoring with 12 points, followed by
Rich Hochstetler '99 who contrib-
uted 1 1 points. Wilson played ex-
tremely well off the bench and fin-
ished the game with 10 points and 2
rebounds. Also playing well off the
bench was Matt Sprang 98 who
contributed 10 points as well.
The victory over Hiram advanced
them into the Tournament Champi-
onship game the following night
against Wilmington. Wooster
played much better in this game and
ended up giving Wilmington a free
clinic and won the tournament cham-
pionship 74-4- 5. This victory was a
total team effort with 1 0 players in
the scoring column. Gorman led all
scorers with 18 points and 6 re-
bounds followed by Hochstetler's
12 points. Morris yanked down
seven rebounds with his aggressive
play under the basket. This game
was fun to watch because the Scots
played so well, both offensively and
defensively.
Wooster took its winning ways
on the road to pay a visit to Grove
City College on Nov. 26. The game
was a duel between guards.
Hochstetler came up huge and scored
a career-hig- h 24 points which in-
cluded four three-pointer- s. Ro
Fernandez '97, controlled the game
from the point, and contributed 12
points, including six important free
more importantly a battle for the
second, third and fourth place fin-
ishes.
Outstanding performances by the
Scots included Junior Ben Chalot's
first place finishes in the 200
freestyle (1:48.44) and the 100
freestyle (48.76), and Senior An-
drew Wunderley's first place finish
in the 50 freestyle (22.08).
On the diving boards, the Scots
swept the one-met- er and took first
and second on the 3-me- ter. Erik
Haschke "97 won both boards, scor-
ing 249.4 on the one-met- er and 25 1 .0
on the 3-me- ter. Kerry Riley 98 was
second on the one-met- er with 12 1 .9
throws down the stretch. For Grove
City, most of their scoring came
from guard Jim Whcrley. who also
contributed 24 points.
Wooster took a 37-2- 6 lead into
halftime. but Grove City came on
stronger in the second half. They
tested the Scots endurance, but
Wooster prevailed in a 70-6-4 vic-
tory and extended their winning
streak to three.
With this win, Wooster enjoyed
theirThanksgiving Break with a suc-
cessful start to their season. They
came back, however, and had to
face a unique challenge designed to
test them, a game against the Divi-
sion I University of Akron Zips.
The Zips have been struggling and
were in a must-wi- n mentality for the
game.
Wooster did not look as sharp as
normal against Akron and perhaps
it was mental intimidation of play-
ing a Division I school. Akron had
greater athletic ability and this trans-
lated into a quicker, stronger team.
Nevertheless, Akron defeated
Wooster 72-5- 5.
Most of the damage was done
during the first half. Wooster sim-
ply could not stop Akron's George
Phillips. He led all scorers with 17
points and he added five rebounds.
Akron's starting five moved the ball
very well, allowing Akron to built a
33-1- 9 half-tim-e lead.
Wooster played much better in
the second half. They were able to
and Matt Pettolini '00 took third
with 118.5. In addition, Pettolini
was second on the three-met- er with
115.7.
The divers pushed the men over
the top for this important victory,"
said Beckett. "I think we are one of
the few teams who really utilize the
sport via both swimming and div-
ing. Our divers consistently step up
in all competitions and complete the
package.
Finishing first and second on both
boards, the women divers also
showed their importance to the team.
Wendy Vaerewyck '97 finished first
on the one-met- er (195.9) and sec
ond on the three-met- er ( 1 95.0). Julie
Snoddy '97 took first on the three-met- er
(208. 8) and second on the
one-met- er (1 85.3).
Making preliminary national
qualifying standards in the 1 00 back-
stroke (1:00.9), Stephanie
MacMillan 99 won the 200 yard
backstroke with another preliminary
cut of 2:13.16.
Other fine swims for the Lady
Scots included the tie for first place
in the 200 individual medley byjunior Candy Panigutti and Ann-Mar- ia
Baas '97 with a time of
2:28.28. In addition, Carolyn
Knox 97 won the 500 freestyle
The Voice Sports Department
would like to wish you good luck on exams and a
happy holiday season. Look for a section under
new editorship next semester, filled with more
pictures, graphics and otherfun stuff.
x
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with a 5:35.60, and Robin Oswald
'97 took first in the 50 freestyle
(27.34).
The Lady Scots consistently
outswam the Oberlin College
women, said Beckett. "Both teams
are in a good position going into six
weeks of heavy training and little
competition.
A few swimmers from each team
will be traveling to Ohio University
December 5-- 7 to pursue personal
goals. Following that, the team will
travel for their training trip to Florida
and will be back at home on January
1 0 against the University of Charles- -'
ton.
